Early Years Key Knowledge Point (KKP) Overview 2019/2020
Nursery KKP

Reception KKP

Autumn 1
What makes me
super?





To say one thing that you can do
To name the teachers in the setting
To say one thing which happens in Autumn

Autumn 1
What happened
once upon a time?





To name three fairy tales
To retell one fairy tale
To know how fairy tales start and finish.

Autumn 2
What is going on in
Nursery Rhyme
land?




To learn eight Nursery rhymes
To name four different people in the Christmas Story

Autumn 2
What is like walking
in a Winter
Wonderland?

Spring 1
Who helps us?





To know the number for the emergency services
To name three people who help us at school
To know three ways to keep our teeth healthy

Spring 1
Where shall we go
today?











To know where the Arctic and Antarctic are.
To say where penguins and polar bears live.
To say one fact about a penguin.
To know why some animals hibernate.
To explain the Christmas story.
To name the first person on the moon
To name the planets in order from the sun
To say why a palaeontologist is important
To name five dinosaurs

Spring 2
What shall we have
for dinner?





To match three foods to their country
To understand the key points of the Easter Story
To talk about some changes that happen to food when it
is cooked



To name the main food groups with examples for
each
To design a healthy meal with reasons for choices
To explain three things that are different about a
Pirate’s life and ours
To explain the Easter Story
To know what an insect is
To name the parts of an insect’s body
To know three ways that worms are superheroes

Summer 1
Who lives on Old
MacDonald’s
Farm?
Summer 2
What might we
find under the sea?





To name four baby animals that are found on a farm
To say where foods comes from
To know the lifecycle of a chick





To name four animals which live in the sea
To know how to stay safe by water
To know how to keep the sea clean

Spring 2
Is it a Pirate’s life
for me?

Summer 1
What is at the
bottom of the
garden?
Summer 2
Is rubbish really
rubbish?











To sort materials for recycling correctly
To know how to reduce, re-use, recycle
To understand what might happen if we don’t
reduce waste.

